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Analysis of stability of slopes is a widely studied field of soil mechanics. 
In most of the references available on this subject soil has been treated 

as a homogeneous isotropic material with constant strength throughout the 
slope under consideration or into layers into which the soil has been 
divided arbitrarily. Assuming the validity of ,f, = 0 analysis, Gibson and 
Morgenstern (1962) and Kenney (1963) hive presented rigorous solutions for 
the case of linearly increasing strength with depth. But in nature most of the 
soils exhibit inherant or induced anisotropy. The importance of studying 
the effect of anisotropy on the conventional factor of safety in the design 
of earth slopes and cuts, needs no emphasis. Lo (1965),Chen et al. (1975), 
Ranganatham and Srinivasulu (1979), Koppula (1984) have presented very 
useful contribution in this direction. In these works also a linear strength 
distribution with depth is assumed. Although this is an entirely reasona
ble asssumption in many cases, there are other situations where it is 
decidedly in error. Throughout the world there exist areas of surface clays 
in climates in which there are alternating dry and wet periods. In such 
climates, the surface clays are subjected to cycles of desiccation and satura
tion. The capillary forces in the drying clay have subjected the clay to 
preconsolidation pressure which produce overconsolidation to considerable 
depths. This results in a higher insitu undrained shear strength over this 
region than the strength predicted by linear strength depth distribution 
assumption. James et al. [1969), based on published evidence, has postu
lated an empirical relationship to account for increased undrained shear 
strength in the desiccated zone. In the studies pertaining to the stability 
of slopes this fact has been ignored. 

. I':1 t~e present investigation considering nonhomogeneous strength 
d1st~1but10~ as_ suggested by Jai:nes et al. (1979) in both the horizontal and 
vertical d1rect10ns an_d assuming strength anisotropy as suggested by 
Casagra~de and Carrllo ( I ?44) the. factor of safety is evaluated by using 
th~ ordmary method of slices. W1t_h these assumptions the degree of 
a~1~otrop! turns out to be a function of depth. Determination of the 
cntical failure surface and the corresponding minimum factor of safety has 
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been formulated as a nonlinear programming problem. The influence of 
various p:uameters on the factor of safety has been studied. 

Analysis 

Basic Assumptions 

1. A cf, = 0 Analysis is valid (undrained case) 

2. The potential failure surfaces are cylindrical i.c-. circular in cross 
section (Fig. 1). 

3. The soil is nonhomog.!neous and anisotropic with respect to 
strength (Figs. 2 and 3). 

4. The degree of anisotropy is a function of depth (Fig. 2). 
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FlGURE 1 Typical Slope with a Trial Arc 

FIGURE 2 Assumed Variation or c.,, ch and k. with Depth 
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FIGURE 3 Assumed Anisotropic Strength Variation. 

Variation of Strength with Depth and Direction 

The insi tu undrained shear strength is often a function of depth and the 
orientation of the principal stresss. Typical variations of undrained shear 
strength with depth a re shown in Fig. 2. An empirical rule as suggested 
by James et al. (1969) is considered in the analysis. Thus the undrained 
shear strength in the horizontal and vertical direction c1 and Ch (at any 
depth z below the surface) are as follows: 

Cy = co+'P\ ' I: + F1 Co exp { ~ ( ~Lz Hr· } ... ( I ) 

} ... (2) 

in which 

v is t he unit wei_ght of the s?il, C0 an~ !'o are the zero depth intercepts 
on the strength axis of the lmear pos1t1on of the composi te strength 
curve. 

Fi, F2, ~1, ~ 2• 111 a nd n2 a re empirical coefficients. 

'I" 1 and '1"2 are soil paramaters to be determined empirically. 
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. The; · considered strengt~ distribution rules are general enough to 
mclude cases . where undrained shear strength either is constant, increases 
or decreases with depth. 

From the findings of many investigators, over the years, James et al. 
(1 969) have suggested the _most probab\e range of values for various para
meters for normally consolida ted and slightly overconsolidated soils. 

Co and Po a re assumed t o be related as follows: 

... (3) 

where k, is the ratio of the zero depth strength inta rcepts of the linear 
portions of the composite strength curves. 

The degree of anisotropy as a function of depth is defined as follows: 

.. . (4) 

For the degree of a nisotropy to be constant with depth, the following 
relations must be valid 

F1 = F2 (say F), Iii = n2 (say n), f3i = (32 (say f3a), 'Yi = 'f\ k, .. . (5) 

In the present study anisotropy due to the rotation of principal stress direc
tion is considered. The anisotropic strength distribution as suggested by 
Casagrande and Carrilo (1944) is assumed to be valid. 

The shear strength of the soil when the major principa l stress direction 
is inclined at an angle 'l'h, with the horizontal is expressed as follows: 

c, = Ch+ (c,-c1,) sin2 'Yhf .. . (6a) 

where 

'Yh1 = n- (f+e,) ... (6b) 

in which f is the angle between the failure plane and the major principal 
plane, and 81 is a geometric parameter as shown in Fig. l. 

Using the relations 1 to 4, Eq. (6a) can be expressed in nondimensional 
form for any depth z1 as follows: 

.. . (7) 

whe • z, c• = ~ c• Co 
re zi = H ' i vH ' 0 = -;;F 

H : Height of the slope. 

Objective Function and its Minimization 

The most commonly used ordinary method of slices is applied to analyse 
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the problem. · Considering only the moment equilibrium, the factor of 
safety of a slope in undrained condition, in terms of material properties 
and geometric parameters can be obtain as follows: 

in which 

N 
! C: b~ seca1 

J'.i. 
1'= 1 I I 

= N 
. .. (8) 

~ h~ b~ sina; 
i=l I I 

b• = !!!._ : nondimensional width of i'h slice. 
I H 

nondimensional height of the i'h slice. 

: nondirnensional depth co-ordinate of the i'h slice. 

a, : angle of inclination of the. slip_ surface with the 
horizontal at the base of the ' th slice. 

N ; total number of slices. 

From Eq. (7), the value of C~ to be used in Eq. (8), is evaluated. As 
I . 

there are three possible types of failure viz. base failure, toe fai~ure and 
slope failure, all these possibilities are taken care of in the analysis. The 

nondimensional height (h; ) of the slices will depend on the location of the 
I 

slices; for the sake of brevity the exclusive expressions are not reported 
here in. 

There are many possible circular arcs through a cross-section. The 
location of the critical arc is determined by minimizing the value of the 
factor of safety with respect to the co-ordinate of the centre and the radius 
of the slip circle ensuring that a portion of the slip circle must pass 
through the slope. The problem is one of nonlinear programming with 
strict inequality constraints (Basudhar et al. I 979). A computer program 
for automated slope stability analysis was developed; results had been 
obtained for typical sets of data and compared with the values obtained 
by Lo (1965) and Chen (1975) to check the correctness of the developed 
program (Basudhar, 1976). 

The reported analysis is general enough to include the cases reported 
by Gibson and Morgenstern (1962) and Lo (1965). 

Results and Discussion 

The factor of safety (Fs) for a given slope angle (~) is computed using a 
value off = 55° which is the average experimentally observed value (Lo, 
1965). The safety factors are evaluated for different combination of n 

(1.0), C~ (0.25, 0.5), 'I' (0, 0. I 5, 0.3), F (0, 1, 4), ~a (0.025, 0.1 , 0.4) and k, 
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(0.5, 1.0, 2.0). However, only representative results are reported herein 
for the sake of brevity. Qualitative and quantitative idea about the influ. 
ence of various parameters on the factor of safety can be obtained from 
Figs. 4 through 12. 
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FIGURE 4 Elfect of I!, ks and '¥ on Factor of Safety Fs 

In Fig. 4 (a) the influence of {J, k, and'¥ for constant values of C~ 

( = 0.5), F ( = 0) and n ( = 1.0) has been shown qualitatively. It may be 
observed that for 'Y = 0 and K, = 2.0, the slope angle (M does not have 
any influance on factor of safety (F,), over the range of values it has been 
studied. This is identical with tbe observation made by Lo (1965). For 
'Y = 0.0 and k = 1.0 representing a homogenous and isotropic case it 
is observed that ~ does not have any influence on factor of safety for any 
slope angle less than the critical angle 53° ; it is also an established well 
known conclusion. For any other particular value of 'Y and k, it may be 
observed that with the increase in ~ value, the factor of safety decreases 
sharply. It may also be observed that for any particular slope angle (~) 
and k, , factor of safety increase as 'Y increases. It is due to the fact that 
at higher value of'¥, greater undrained shear strangth is mobilized along 
the failure surface. The figure also reveals that when k, = 0.5, there is an 
increase in factor of safety from the isotropic case and when k, is 2.0, 
there is decrease in the factor of safety. Similar behaviour is observed for 

C~ = 0.25 and is presented in Fig. 4 (b). 

Figure 5 shows the influence of (,, 8, '¥ and C~ on F, for a given set 

of F (4.0), ~a (0.1) and n (1.0). The following general observations are 
made from t_he presented set of curve~. Other parameters remaining 
constant as ~ mcreases F, decreases, ask, mcreases F, decreases; as If incre-

ases, F, increases, as c; increases F, also increases. The safety factors 
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FIGURE 5 Effect of /3 , k,, 'f and c• on Factor of Safety F, 

" 
corresponding to '¥ = 0 and F = 4 are not presented in the figure as these 
values are very close to the obtained factor of safaty values for 't' = O and 
F = 1.0. This signifies that for ~a = 0.1 and 't" = 0.0. F does not have 
much of influence on the factor of safety. 

To emphasise the influence of k, on F, values, they are plotted in Fig. 
6 as abscissa and ordinate respectively. For a given slope (45°) values of 
factor of safety for a range of k, . '¥ and F values are presented in the 

figure for paticular values of C~ and ~ a - It can be observed that for a 

given set of'¥ and F values, as k, increases factor of safety (F,) decreases. 
However, when ks is increased from 0.5 to 1.0 there is a sharp 
decrease in the factor of safety whereas when it is increased from 1.0 to 
2.0 the increase in the factor of safety is gradual. To have a quanti
tative idea, percentage differences in the safety factors for a 4.:,0 slope 

and C~ = 0.25 from the isotropic value are presented in Fig. 7. The 
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maximum percentage change in factor of safety value is observed for 
F = 4.0 and 'I-" = 0.3. It is observed that when ks is decreased to 0.5 
from 1.0, the increment in the factor of safety is about 46 per cent whereas 
when k is increased from 1.0 to 2.0 the decrease in factor of safety value 
is to th~ extent of 30 per cent. Similar trend was observed for other 
values. This signifies a strong dependence of the factor of safety on the 
ratio of zero depth cohesion intercepts k., . 

In Fig. 8 to emphasise the influence of ty on Fs, these are plotted as 

abscissa and ordinate respectively for r, = 45°, f3a = 0.1, C~ = 0 .25 and 

different combination of k, and F values. It may be observed from the 
figure that as 'Y is increased from 0 to 0.3 there is a steep increase in the 
factor of safety values. The percentage variation in the factor of safety 
values taking 'I-" = 0 as the base value, is evaluated and presented in 
Fig. 9. It may be observed that for ks = 2.0 and F = 4.0 wl1en 'Y is 
increased from Oto 0.3, the increase in factor of safety may be even to 
the extent of about 17 per cent. From the figure it may be observed t11at 
the percentage variation ranges from about 60 to 175 percent. 

The effect of F ~m_Fs is shown in Fig. 10, where~ ranges from 30° to 75°. 
The percentage vanat1ons !n f~ctor of safety are calcula ted taking F = 0 
as the base and presented !n _Fig I 0. The curves denoted by p

1 
and p

2 
corres

pond to the ca~es_ whe_n Fis increased from 0 to l and 4 respectively. The 
percentage vanat1ons m Fs are presented only for ks equals to 0.5. It mav 
be observed from the figure that the effect o f Fon F., is more pronounced 
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in steep slopes. Maximum change is observed when Fis increased from O 
to 4. At higher values of F greater shear strength is mobilized along the 
failure surface and as such the effect is more significant. 

The influence of 13a, the attenuation rate on the factor of safety is depicted 

qualitatively in Fig. 11 , for different slop~ angles and constant C ~ , k ,, 'I' 
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FIGURE 11 Influence or ~a on Factor or Safety F, 

and F values. It may be observed that lower values of f}0 do not have 
appreciable effect on the safety factor F,. Lower values of f}0 signifies that 
the higher strength at the surface decreases very sharply within a limited 
depth and as such very less or no effect is felt as the major portion of the 
failure surface lies beyond this zone. Taking ~a = 0.25 as the base value 
the percentage variations in F, value due to any increment in ~a is shown 
in Fig. 12. It may be observed that for p,. = 0.4 for 45° slope the change 
is maximum and is of the order of 16 percent whereas for 75° slope it is 
only 7.7 percent. 
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In Table I, factor of satety values for a vertical cut for C~ = 0.25. 

~ 13a = 0.1 and different combination of ks, 'f, Fare presented. It may be 
observed from the table that k,, and F do not play any significant role in 
the factor of ·safety value. For a vertical cut the failure surface may be 
such that the direction of the major principal stress does not rotate to a 
great extent and as such the effect of anisotropy is not appreciable. At ,a = 0.1 , the surface e~cess strength decreases rapidly and the effect of 
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TABLE 1 

Factor of Safety Values for a Vertical Cut 

Ba= 0.1 

F • • Co F y 
k, = 0.5 k, = 1.0 k, = 2.0 

0.5 0 0.00 1.910 .J .864 

0.15 2.576 2.592 2.494 
0.30 3.184 3.140 3:110 

0.00 1.968 1.912 1.866 
0.15 2.577 2.529 2.494 
0 .30 3.185 3.140 3.110 

4 0.00 1.970 1.917 1.868 
0.15 2.578 2.530 2.495 
0.30 3.185 3.141 3.110 

increase of strength over the linear portion of the composit<: strength crve 
is not appreciably felt. It can also be observed t~at a~ 1f' mcreases t ere 
is an increase in the factor of safety values tn a s1m1lar manner as bas 
already been discussed for other slope angles. 

Conclusions 

From the limited study presented in this paper the following generalized 
conclusions are drawn. 

Any increment in the cohesion factor C~ , the nondimensional zero 

depth intercept of the composite strength curve showing the distribution of 
undrained shear strength in the vertical direction, will cause appreciable 
increase in the factor of safety. The usual practice of neglecting the 
strength at the surface leads to conservative analysis and design. 

Whei1 k,, the ratio of the zero depth intercepts of the linear portion of 
the composite strength curve, is less than unity there is an increase in the 
factor of safety value, whereas when ks, is more than unity there is a 
decrease in factor of safety value. 

Corresponding to any increment in the value of IJI, there will be an 
appreciable increase in the factor of safety ·va:Iues. · 

. The· effect of F, the factor showing the excess strength at the surface 
over the strength predicted by the linear portion of the composite strength 
curve, has been observed to be·more significant for steeper slope angles for 
~a = 0. l, however for higher ~a values there is a possibility that the effect 
may even be prono.unced for flater slope angles. 
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.,._ H iglter . values of ~.1 and the attenuation rate, signifies that the surface 
strength over the li11ear port ion of the composite strength curve decrea~es 
very slowly with depth and, as such, the desiccated zone extends to a 
greater depth. The stre)1gth in this zone is much higher than predicted by 
the linear portion of the composite strength curve. It has been observed 
that as (3,, is increased from 0.025 to 0.4 there is appreciable increase in the 
safety facto r. 

So i_t can be inferred . tha t cl<1y layeis which have been subjected to 
a lternatmg dry and wet periods have great importance in foundation engin
eering owing to the physical difference in their properties from normally 
consolidated noxdried clays. It has been observed that the desiccated zone 
have appreciable influence on the factor of safety of the slope and, as such, 
should a lways be considered for a realistic analysis and design of slopes. 
The effect of strength a nisotropy and variation of strength with depth of 
the stability of slopes is well known and needs no emphasis. 
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Notations 

wid th and nondimensional width of the i•h slice 

= undrained shear strength respectively in the horizontal 
and vertica l directions 
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- zero depth undrained shear strength intercept of the 
linear portion of the composite strength 

nondimensional undrained shear strength factor at the 

soil surface 

undrained shear strength and nondimensional undrained 

shear strength respectively when the major principal 
stress direction is inclined at an angle 'P1i; with the 
horizontal 

= factor of safety 

= empirical coefficients signifying the excess undrained 
shear strength over the same as predicted by linear 
distribution 

angle between the failure plane and the major princial 
plane 

= height of the slope 

= height and nondimensional height respectively of the 

i'h slice 

Kz ( = ~: ) = degree of anisotrophy as a function of depth 

K, ( = ;: ) = ratio of the zero depth undrained shear strength inter

cepts of the linear portion of the composite strength 
curves (c, and Ch) 

z 

z* 

= empirical coefficients 

-- zero depth shear strength intercept of the linear portion 
of the composite strength curve (ch) 

- percentage changes in the factor of safety values when k, 
is changed from 0.5 to 1.0 and from 1.0 to 2.0 respec
tively 

- depth below the ground surface 

= nondimensiona l depth factor 

= inclination of the plane of failure to the horizontal for 
the ith slice 

= slope angle 

= attenuation rate 

= attenuation rate when f,1 = ~2 
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- unit weight of the soil 

= geometric pa rameter 
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angle of shearing resistance under undrained condition 

=- rate of increase of the linear portions "'of the composite 
strength curves (c, and C!,) -

= rate of increase of the linear portion of the strength 
curves when 'P 1 = 'P 2 

inclination of the major principal stress with the 
horizontal 




